34th GLOBAL GS1 HEALTHCARE CONFERENCE
Safer, more efficient care starts with a simple scan

Highlights

• A unique platform for healthcare professionals around the world to meet, exchange experiences and advance in the implementation of global standards - to increase supply chain efficiency and patient safety

• Listen and interact with leading speakers from the healthcare community around the world, including suppliers, wholesalers, hospitals, regulatory bodies, government jurisdiction and solution providers

• Expected attendees: 250 - 300 from over 30 countries

Key topics

• The global trends in the healthcare sector including medical device and pharmaceutical identification

• Anti-counterfeit, traceability and patient safety initiatives

• Discover through the marketplace and poster session our GS1 standards in action

• Site visits, workshop sessions as well as networking events and training sessions as part of conference agenda

Think Tank meeting

• Open to regulatory bodies and inter-governmental organisations (by invitation only)

Venue

• Centara Grand & Bangkok Convention Centre at CentralWorld

Hosted by

The Global Language of Business